
Preface

The book by Gene Lawler from 1976 was the first of a series of books all en-
titled ‘Combinatorial Optimization’, some embellished with a subtitle: ‘Net-
works and Matroids’, ‘Algorithms and Complexity’, ‘Theory and Algorithms’.
Why adding another book to this illustrious series? The justification is con-
tained in the subtitle of the present book, ‘Polyhedra and Efficiency’. This is
shorthand for Polyhedral Combinatorics and Efficient Algorithms.

Pioneered by the work of Jack Edmonds, polyhedral combinatorics has
proved to be a most powerful, coherent, and unifying tool throughout com-
binatorial optimization. Not only it has led to efficient (that is, polynomial-
time) algorithms, but also, conversely, efficient algorithms often imply poly-
hedral characterizations and related min-max relations. It makes the two
sides closely intertwined.

We aim at offering both an introduction to and an in-depth survey of poly-
hedral combinatorics and efficient algorithms. Within the span of polyhedral
methods, we try to present a broad picture of polynomial-time solvable com-
binatorial optimization problems — more precisely, of those problems that
have been proved to be polynomial-time solvable. Next to that, we go into a
few prominent NP-complete problems where polyhedral methods were suc-
cessful in obtaining good bounds and approximations, like the stable set and
the traveling salesman problem. Nevertheless, while we obviously hope that
the question ‘NP=P?’ will be settled soon one way or the other, we realize
that in the astonishing event that NP=P will be proved, this book will be
highly incomplete.

By definition, being in P means being solvable by a ‘deterministic se-
quential polynomial-time’ algorithm, and in our discussions of algorithms
and complexity we restrict ourselves mainly to this characteristic. As a conse-
quence, we do not cover (but yet occasionally touch or outline) the important
work on approximative, randomized, and parallel algorithms and complex-
ity, areas that are recently in exciting motion. We also neglect applications,
modelling, and computational methods for NP-complete problems. Advanced
data structures are treated only moderately. Other underexposed areas in-
clude semidefinite programming and graph decomposition. ‘This all just to
keep size under control.’
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Although most problems that come up in practice are NP-complete or
worse, recognizing those problems that are polynomial-time solvable can be
very helpful: polynomial-time (and polyhedral) methods may be used in pre-
processing, in obtaining approximative solutions, or as a subroutine, for in-
stance to calculate bounds in a branch-and-bound method. A good under-
standing of what is in the polynomial-time tool box is essential also for the
NP-hard problem solver.

∗ ∗ ∗
This book is divided into eight main parts, each discussing an area where

polyhedral methods apply:

I. Paths and Flows
II. Bipartite Matching and Covering

III. Nonbipartite Matching and Covering
IV. Matroids and Submodular Functions
V. Trees, Branchings, and Connectors

VI. Cliques, Stable Sets, and Colouring
VII. Multiflows and Disjoint Paths

VIII. Hypergraphs

Volume A contains Parts I–III, Volume B Parts IV–VI, and Volume C Parts
VII and VIII, the list of References, and the Name and Subject Indices.

Each of the eight parts starts with an elementary exposition of the basic
results in the area, and gradually evolves to the more elevated regions. Sub-
sections in smaller print go into more specialized topics. We also offer several
references for further exploration of the area.

Although we give elementary introductions to the various areas, this book
might be less satisfactory as an introduction to combinatorial optimization.
Some mathematical maturity is required, and the general level is that of
graduate students and researchers. Yet, parts of the book may serve for un-
dergraduate teaching.

The book does not offer exercises, but, to stimulate research, we collect
open problems, questions, and conjectures that are mentioned throughout
this book, in a separate section entitled ‘Survey of Problems, Questions, and
Conjectures’ (in Volume C). It is not meant as a complete list of all open
problems that may live in the field, but only of those mentioned in the text.

We assume elementary knowledge of and familiarity with graph theory,
with polyhedra and linear and integer programming, and with algorithms
and complexity. To support the reader, we survey the knowledge assumed in
the introductory chapters, where we also give additional background refer-
ences. These chapters are meant mainly just for consultation, and might be
less attractive to read from front to back. Some less standard notation and
terminology are given on the inside back cover of this book.

For background on polyhedra and linear and integer programming, we
also refer to our earlier book Theory of Linear and Integer Programming
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(Wiley, Chichester, 1986). This might seem a biased recommendation, but
this 1986 book was partly written as a preliminary to the present book, and
it covers anyway the author’s knowledge on polyhedra and linear and integer
programming.

Incidentally, the reader of this book will encounter a number of concepts
and techniques that regularly crop up: total unimodularity, total dual inte-
grality, duality, blocking and antiblocking polyhedra, matroids, submodular-
ity, hypergraphs, uncrossing. It makes that the meaning of ‘elementary’ is not
unambiguous. Especially for the basic results, several methods apply, and it
is not in all cases obvious which method and level of generality should be
chosen to give a proof. In some cases we therefore will give several proofs of
one and the same theorem, just to open the perspective.

∗ ∗ ∗
While I have pursued great carefulness and precision in composing this

book, I am quite sure that much room for corrections and additions has
remained. To inform the reader about them, I have opened a website at the
address

www.cwi.nl/˜lex/co

Any corrections (including typos) and other comments and suggestions from
the side of the reader are most welcome at

lex@cwi.nl

I plan to provide those who have contributed most to this, with a compli-
mentary copy of a potential revised edition.

∗ ∗ ∗
In preparing this book I have profited greatly from the support and help

of many friends and colleagues, to whom I would like to express my gratitude.
I am particularly much obliged to Sasha Karzanov in Moscow, who has

helped me enormously by tracking down ancient publications in the (former)
Lenin Library in Moscow and by giving explanations and interpretations of
old and recent Russian papers. I also thank Sasha’s sister Irina for translating
Tolstŏı’s 1930 article for me.

I am very thankful to Tamás Fleiner, András Frank, Bert Gerards, Dion
Gijswijt, Willem Jan van Hoeve, Sasha Karzanov, Judith Keijsper, Monique
Laurent, Misha Lomonosov, Frédéric Maffay, Gábor Maróti, Coelho de Pina,
Bruce Shepherd, and Bianca Spille, for carefully reading preliminary parts
of this book, for giving corrections and suggestions improving the text and
the layout, and for helping me with useful background information. I am also
happy to thank Noga Alon, Csaba Berki, Vasek Chvátal, Michele Conforti,
Bill Cook, Gérard Cornuéjols, Bill Cunningham, Guoli Ding, Jack Edmonds,
Fritz Eisenbrand, Satoru Fujishige, Alan Hoffman, Tibor Jordán, Gil Kalai,
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Alfred Lehman, Jan Karel Lenstra, Laci Lovász, Bill Pulleyblank, Herman
te Riele, Alexander Rosa, András Sebő, Paul Seymour, Bruno Simeone, Jan
Smaus, Adri Steenbeek, Laci Szegő, Éva Tardos, Bjarne Toft, and David
Williamson, for giving useful insights and suggestions, for providing me with
precious and rare papers and translations, for advice on interpreting vintage
articles, and for help in checking details.

Sincere thanks are due as well to Truus W. Koopmans for sharing with
me her ‘memories and stories’ and sections from her late husband’s war di-
ary, and to Herb Scarf for his kind mediation in this. I am indebted to Steve
Brady (RAND) and Dick Cottle for their successful efforts in obtaining clas-
sic RAND Reports for me, and to Richard Bancroft and Gustave Shubert
of RAND Corporation for their help in downgrading the secret Harris-Ross
report.

The assistance of my institute, CWI in Amsterdam, has been indispens-
able in writing this book. My special thanks go to Karin van Gemert of the
CWI Library for her indefatigable efforts in obtaining rare publications from
every corner of the world, always in sympathizing understanding for my of-
ten extravagant requests. Also Thea de Hoog and Rick Ooteman were very
helpful in this. Other members of CWI’s staff whose assistance is highly ap-
preciated include Miente Bakker, Susanne van Dam, Lieke van den Eersten,
Jacqueline de Klerk, Wouter Mettrop, Ay Ong, and Jos van der Werf.

In the technical realization of this book, I thankfully enjoyed the first-
rate workmanship of the staff of Springer-Verlag in Heidelberg. I thank in
particular Frank Holzwarth, Claudia Kehl, Leonie Kunz, Ute McCrory, and
Martin Peters for their skilful and enthusiastic commitment in finalizing this
out-size project.

As it has turned out, it was only by gravely neglecting my family that I
was able to complete this project. I am extremely grateful to Monique, Nella,
and Juliette for their perpetual understanding and devoted support. Now
comes the time for the pleasant fulfilment of all promises I made for ‘when
my book will be finished’.

Amsterdam Alexander Schrijver
November 2002
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